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About This Game

In Stick Spartans up to four Spartans fight by poking each other with sticks to claim the golden helmet.

Stick Spartans brings fast paced family friendly action to the living room with simplistic and easy to learn controls.
Each player controls a Spartan which can run around this confined arena in teams or solo to eliminate the opposing players and

rein victorious claiming the golden helmet.

In this arena players poke each other to steal health with their wooden sticks, health is indicated by the bands around their stick.
When you run out of health you are eliminated until only one Spartan remains. You can Jump to dodge an attacking Spartan's

Stick.

The environment has dust clouds created by player movement, In a large battle the dust cloud can cover up some of the combat
so keep track of your player.

Match settings can be adjusted before play like: Stick length, Dual wielding, and movement speed.

Features:

Easy to learn controls

Full controller support
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Integrated UI elements

Low poly simplistic art style

A selection of game modes

Dynamic rotating camera

1v1 and 2v2 gamemodes

Single-player against AI

Adjustable match settings

Capture the flag

King of the Hill

Insta-Kill Mode

Game modes include: Player vs Player and Player vs AI in both 1v1 or 2v2 modes.
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Title: Stick Spartans
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sugoi Yellow
Publisher:
Sugoi Yellow
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD E1-6010 APU (1.35 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon(TM) R2 Graphics

Storage: 40 MB available space

English
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zombie ? bowlings ?. Really Good Game ... Ive Played Through It Twice... Although Theres One Bug That Annoys Me Alot
Which Makes Me End Up Using Templates... If You Accidentally Leave The Screen For Devving (Like Through Right Click I
think it was or whatever) It makes it as though there was never anything there... Theres a execute plan button although theres no
save plan button... Executing makes it go into action.... But ive wanted to spend countless hours on one... So A save plan button
throughout it so you can continue working without having a less day and having stuff saved...

Also For Other Stuff About The Early Game... I didnt play the previous game although, I know people wanted a story for this,
just your spending to much time on the story over other stuff... Personally I dont like having direct routes that need to be
followed in games... Maybe early on its fine... but at least later on... It would be cool if you could use like a rng generator or
whatever for recruiting or events... Like how alot of games with like for example fighting games... They make it so it refreshes
after each battle and each race and price and stats are random... Though it is balanced at the same time...

Another Thing That Came To Mind Is: Being Able To Customize Your Character... Choose Between Boy And Girl... Also
Maybe Add Some Other In Depth Stuff Into The Game... It May Be A Game About Making Games... But A Game Like This
Seems So Much Fun Id Love It If It Could Be Hard Af Instead Of So Easy (Maybe Have Like Easy Medium Hard) Like For
Example Easy Could Be For Learning And Figuring Out How To Play The Game ( Like The Current of what we have )
Medium Could Add In Competition Between other devs etc... Could Add In Mood Swings... Relationship Drops And Changes
Resulting In Loosing Crew etc... Different Types Of Styles Of Games... Gyms Or Buffers Or Whatever For Your Stats And
Also lowering the boosts of alot of items... Also stuff such as if you dont do certain stuff or go to the buffer etc to practice the
techniques they could get rusty and worse... also features such as twitter... events... popularity... Shops... Sponsers... And you
have to tend and respond to them every now and again or you could have a massive downfall... also maybe theres times when
adding in certain genres will actually make you make less money off a game... Like the entire game is worth 5000 and you add 1
character with for example dark and that 1 dark genre makes the entire game 4000 to make you pay careful attention to the
genres you choose... Also you could add in negatives to becoming more famous (which becomming more famous would be
something you cant avoid) Like for example hackers... and you have to spend money on programs for stopping hackers or else
you would start losing money...

 I have alot more ideas on this just its to much to right down but you get the general idea...

All In All... Its A Decent Early Release Game That Has Loads Of Potential...

P.S. Sorry For Not Taking Time To Format It...

P.S. If You Want To Hear Some More Of The Ideas Send Me A Message \/ Friend Request Me \/ Reply to this

. Many people have been complaining about this game "Its an rpg maker game it should be free!"
 many other complaints, if you dont want to play it or to play another rpg maker game, then do it. I have had alot of fun with this
game and it was worth every penny. it's very fun and i enjoy the story and i am proud that my money could support them! and i
am also looking forward to any future releases of this game :) 11/10 would buy again!. Thx Capcom for ruining the exclusivity!.
Fun pick up and play roguelite that emphasizes fast, turn based action. For lesser skilled players the overall challenge curve can
get pretty steep later in the game, but it never really feels overly unfair if you're being mindful.. A simple, but very interesting
and addictive game. I did not expect to like it so much :-). An excellently written polished game. It's a really cool take on the
roguelike genre.
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Skin as pale as a doe breast. Hair as crimson as a woodpeckers crown. She slices, she dices, she blocks with a shield.

Another fun character to enjoy this great game with. If you like the base game, this add-on is a great addition.. Well... Lets see...
This would be the very first MMO I ever played when it was published by Acclaim (Acclame) back when CS1 the CS1 was the
highest level and can only be reached by doing Wild Tower dungeon repeatedly. The game graphics has not seen any updates
since then but the skills and mechanics has changed now. It holds many dear memories for us who played a long time and it still
hold a great deal of interest now. This game rewards those who spend money on the game but it also rewards those who are
patient. It is possible to get all the stuff by a free player but it will take time and patience. Knowledge about the game is
necessary. I am glad this is game is coming to steam and playredfox seems to a fine publisher. Good luck to rest and let the
grindfest begin.. Very fun, family friendly game.. I found this game to be unique and entertaining. If you like progressive house,
vertical platforming and decent challenge then you should definitely get it.. Personally I don't think that the route is worth
\u00a324.99 based on the fact it's only 17 miles long, however on the basis of the detail that has gone into this route then I
would certainly say it's worth every penny. The stations you stop at are detailed perfectly right down to the little fine points.
Overall I would give this route a 9 out of 10.. This game is damn awesome!!!

Drunk On Nectar - The Nature Simulator Sacra Terra: Angelic Night Just Beat Em Up : World of Fury How do you like it, Elon
Musk? RETSNOM Invisible Apartment Differently Fast Quible Sphere everybody's sad 1.1.1 - Snap Rotation Added:
It's been so wonderful reading all the kind words and watching videos of people playing since our Steam launch! Thanks for
checking out our game :)

Patch Notes

Snap Rotation has been added! It's mapped to the grip button/trigger. On the left controller it will rotate you 30 degrees
left. The right controller will rotate you 30 degrees right.

Glitch where music was not playing at the end of the game should be fixed

Candles can now be picked up

Colliders adjusted on the game console so you gamerz can now slot in those cartridges

Modified a spoilery thing
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